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After security breach, PM Modi cancels Ferozepur visit

POLITICS ON PM’S DIGNITY
Team Absolute|Ferozepur|New Delhi

"Apne CM ko
thanks kehna, ki mein
Bhatinda airport tak
zinda laut paaya."
(Say thanks to your
CM for I could return
to the Bhatinda airport alive)

I

n a major security breach, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Wednesday cancelled his visit to Ferozepur town in
Punjab, where he was scheduled to lay the foundation
stones of Rs 42,750 crore projects, at the last minute.
Union Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya announced
from the venue that Prime Minister Narendra Modi would
not be able to address the rally "due to some reasons".
Mandaviya was here for the foundation stone of three medical infrastructures.
Earlier, the Prime Minister landed at Bhaisiana Air Force
station in Bathinda town from where he was supposed to
travel to Ferozepur by road. This was Modi's first visit to the
state after the repeal of three contentious farm laws.
Modi was to lay the foundation stone of development

PM's chopper plan changed
to 2-hour drive
New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi was stuck
on a flyover in Punjab for around 20 minutes as protesting farmers blocked a road. Visuals showed his convoy
stranded. The security lapse set off a huge political clash
between the BJP and the Congress.Prime Minister
Narendra Modi landed in Punjab's Bhatinda and was
scheduled to fly to Ferozepur for a rally. But the plan
changed because of the weather.PM Modi went the 100
km distance by car - which should have been a twohour drive. 10 km ahead of rally venue, his motorcade
was stopped by protesting farmers.Visuals from the spot
showed the car waiting on the road, the Prime Minister
can be seen sitting inside. Other cars in the motorcade
were seen surrounding PM Modi's car.A few farmers
could be seen near his car, the others were gathered
ahead, blocking the road. The convoy finally had to turn
back. As the entire convoy turned, the protesters could
be seen running

Fearing defeat, Cong trying to
scuttle PM's event in Punjab: Nadda
New Delhi: After report of security breach during Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's Punjab visit, BJP
chief J.P. Nadda on Wednesday
said that fearing a resounding
defeat the Congress Government
tried all possible tricks to scuttle
the Prime Minister's programmes
in the state.
In a series of tweets, Nadda said, "Fearing a resounding
defeat at the hands of the electorate, the Congress
Government in Punjab tried all possible tricks to scuttle the
PM @narendramodi Ji's programmes in the state."Nadda
claimed that by their cheap antics, the Congress government in Punjab has shown that they are anti-development
and have no respect for freedom fighters too. "In doing they
did not bother that the PM was to pay tributes to Bhagat
Singh & other martyrs, and lay the foundation stone for key
development works. By their cheap antics, Congress Gov in
Punjab has shown that they are anti-development & have
no respect for freedom fighters too," Nadda said.

Precautionary doses will be same
vaccine administered before: Centre

Team Absolute|New Delhi

he precautionary or third dose of
Covid vaccine for healthcare/frontline
workers and senior citizens with
comorbidities will be the same vaccine that
was administered to them previously, the
Centre said on Wednesday.
"Precautionary Covid vaccine dose will
be the same vaccine as has been given to
them previously as primary dose. Those
who have received Covaxin as primarily
dose will receive the same as precautionary
dose, and those who received Covishield as
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primary dose will receive Covishield now,"
said V.K. Paul, Member-Health, NITI Aayog,
at a press briefing here on Wednesday.
On the mixing approach of Covid vaccines for precautionary doses, Paul said that
it will be discussed further as more research
on the subject is underway.Meanwhile,
ICMR Director General Balram Bhargava
said that Omicron is the predominant circulating strain in the cities of the country, and
mass gatherings should be avoided to lower
the spread of this spread.
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projects of Rs 42,750 crore comprising two mega road corridors to enhance accessibility to prominent religious centres
and three health institutions in this town bordering
Pakistan.After paying obeisance to freedom fighters Bhagat
Singh, Rajguru and Sukhdev at the memorial in
Hussainiwala, about 260 km from the state capital
Chandigarh, the Prime Minister was to lay the stones and
address a public meeting.

'Stop losing cool', Cong rebuts
Nadda's charge
New Delhi:
Political controversy
has erupted over the
security breach in
Prime Minister's route
on Wednesday. The
Congress has given
pin pointed rebuttal
to the allegations leveled by BJP President
J.P. Nada and alleged
that visiting
Hussainwala was not part of the original schedule.
Congress spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said that
there was no crowd in Ferozepur where the Prime
Minister was scheduled to address the gathering, so the
visit was cancelled.
Surjewala advised Nadda to "Stop losing cool and all
sense of propriety." Surjewala said, "10,000 security personnel were deployed for PM's rally. All arrangements
were made in tandem with SPG & other agencies. Route
was carved even for all buses of BJP workers from
Haryana/Rajasthan. PM decided to take a road journey
to Hussainiwala. It was not part of his original schedule
to travel by road."He reminded the BJP for not fulfilling
the promises made to the farmers. Post Farmer's agitation, Modi Govt chose to totally ignore these promises,
he said.

Racket solving JEE, GMAT
exam busted by Delhi Police
 GMAT EXAM IS THE MOST WIDELY USED EXAM FOR
MBA ADMISSIONS, AND REPORTEDLY, AROUND
2,00,000 CANDIDATES WORLDWIDE TAKE IT EACH
YEAR.
 ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL, THE MEMBERS OF
THE SYNDICATE WERE ABLE TO GET THEIR CLIENTS
A SCORE OF 780 OUT OF THE MAXIMUM 800
MARKS IN THE SAID EXAMINATION.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Delhi Police's
Intelligence Fusion and
Strategic Operations
(IFSCO) unit has busted a
gang hacking into and solving reputed online examinations including Graduate
Management Admission
Test examination (GMAT)
and Joint Entrance
Examination (JEE) with the
help of Russian hackers and
arrested six people, an official said on Wednesday.
The accused were identified as Arshad Dhunna, 39,
Salman Dhunna, 28, and
Hemal Shah, 42, all residents
of Mumbai, Kunal Goel, 39, a
resident of Delhi, and Mohit
Sharma, 35, and Raj Teotia,
33, both residents of
Haryana's Karnal.
Deputy Commissioner of
Police K.P.S. Malhotra said
that information was
received at IFSO that few
syndicates are involved in
unauthorised access of various competitive exams and
are charging hefty amounts
for getting the candidates

the desired scores in the
reputed online examinations.
It was leant that these syndicates are advertising or
claiming to have access to
online examinations of
GMAT, JEE, Cisco Associate,
Professional, Specialty, IBM,
Comptia exams EC Council's
CEH, CHFI and CCISO etc.
The information was
developed and the accused
hackers were contacted
through a decoy and a deal
for cracking GMAT examination was struck with the syndicate members, the police
said, adding as a part of the
deal, the examination was
booked in the name of a
decoy police official.
The sustained interrogation of three accused arrested in Mumbai led to the
identification of Delhi-based
syndicate member Goel who
was running an institute for
a networking training course
and used to arrange the
solvers for the Mumbaibased module. Goel's interrogation led to identification
of Mohit Sharma, based in

Tripura BJP MLA
disqualified from
Assembly under
anti-defection
law
Agartala: Tripura
Assembly Speaker Ratan
Chakraborty on
Wednesday disqualified
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) MLA Ashish Das,
who joined the Trinamool
Congress (TMC) on
October 31, 2021, after criticising the saffron party
and its leadership in the
state.The Speaker said that
after examining all the relevant papers and documents as well as the petition of BJP Chief Whip,
Kalyani Roy he had disqualified Das under the
anti-defection law (the
10th Schedule of the
Constitution).
Das, a Scheduled Caste
leader and a BJP MLA
from the Surma Assembly
constituency in northern
Tripura, refusing to make
any comments on his disqualification said that he
did not get any order or
letter from the Speaker.

NEET-PG admissions:

SC says need to end uncertainty,
Centre urges to allow counselling
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Supreme Court on
Wednesday said it is
important to put an
end to uncertainty in connection with NEET-PG
admissions, as the Centre
requested it to allow counselling, which is on hold currently against the backdrop
of objections raised regarding income criterion of Rs 8
lakh for economically weaker sections (EWS).
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, submitted before a
bench that the government
would not accept any position whereby the OBC or
EWS aspirants, whether pre
or post the exercise is

ROC 3480

deprived of something,
which is legitimately due to
them.
Mehta urged the court to
allow the counselling to
begin, and in the meantime,

it could consider the objections.
The bench, asked senior
advocates, representing the
petitioners, their views on
Mehta's suggestion on com-

mencement of counselling.
"Need to put an end to this
uncertainty," it noted.
The top court will continue to hear the matter on
Thursday.
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CONGRESS CANCELS MARATHON
RACES, BIG RALLIES IN UP
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Congress on Wednesday cancelled
its four marathon races slated this
week and decided not to hold any big
rallies in poll-bound Uttar Pradesh for the
next 15 days amid a sudden rise in COVID19 infections in the country.
Congress general secretary-organisation K
C Venugopal has written to the party's state
presidents where Assembly elections are
around the corner to assess the situation and
decide on holding poll rallies keeping the
health of the people paramount.
Party spokesperson Gourav Vallabh told
reporters in Delhi the decision to cancel
races and not to hold big rallies in Uttar
Pradesh have been taken while considering
the health of people given that the Omicron
variant of coronavirus virus is spreading in
India.
"Keeping in view the third wave of coronavirus in the country, the Congress has
decided to withhold all its poll rallies in Uttar
Pradesh. AICC general secretary
(Venugopal) has written to all Pradesh
Congress Committees and in-charges in
states to assess the situation and make a
decision on holding poll rallies accordingly.
"The Congress has, after discussion with

T

all leaders, decided not to hold any political
rallies in Uttar Pradesh in the next 15 days.
But while we have taken this decision, the
prime minister is continuing to hold rallies
and is campaigning," he said.
Vallabh said the mistakes done in West
Bengal and Assam during the second wave
of Coivd should not be repeated.
"The nation and the health of its people is
more important than winning or losing a
particular election because we stand for the

Assam Rifles jawan killed in
Manipur blasts, another injured
IMPHAL | Agencies

A

n Assam Rifles jawan
was killed and another
was injured after two
powerful IEDs (improvised
explosive devices) were detonated at Lilong Usoipokpi
Sangomsang in Manipurs
Thoubal district on
Wednesday, the police said.
The police said that the
blasts took place when the
troops of the 16th Battalion of
Assam Rifles were patrolling
the hilly area of the state,
while few other paramilitary
jawans were taking rest near
a water supply pump.
While Assam Rifles jawan
L. Wangshu died on the spot
after the blasts, his injured
colleague has been shifted to
a nearby hospital.
Local MLA of Lilong
Yumkhaibam Antas Khan

and a police team led by senior officers have rushed to the
spot.
Further details of the incident are awaited.
Wednesday's incident is
the fourth such detonation in

SP LEADER KILLED,
TENSION IN UP'S
TULSIPUR
Balrampur : Samajwadi Party
leader and former chairman Nagar
Panchayat Tulsipur, Firoz Pappu,
has been murdered by unknown
assailants. The incident happened
late Tuesday night. Police sources
said that former chairman Firoz
Pappu, 41, whose wife, Kahkashan,
is the present chairperson of
Tulsipur Nagar Panchayat, was
returning home from Jarwa when
unknown miscreants attacked him
with sharp edged weapons.
He was taken to the hospital in a
serious condition where the doctors declared him brought dead,
police said. As soon as the news of
the murder spread, his supporters
gathered on the streets and staged
protests, demanding the arrest of
the attackers. Superintendent of
Police Hemant Kutiyal reached the
spot and persuaded the protesters
to disperse and sent the dead body
for post-mortem.

the last 50 days in Manipur,
though none has been arrested so far in connection with
these explosions. Also, no
militant outfit or any inimical
group has claimed responsibility for the blasts yet.

country. That is what the Congress Party is
for," he said.
Vallabh urged Prime Minister Narendra
Modi to "please listen and learn from us".
Asked about other poll-bound states, the
Congress leader said, "We are taking stock of
the situation in other states also. I assure you
that the Congress will not compromise with
the health of anyone and would even abstain
from doing even small street corner meetings if it endangers the health of any individ-

WIN FOR FUTURE: DELHI
HC STAYS ARBITRATION
PROCEEDINGS IN
SINGAPORE TRIBUNAL
New Delhi: In a new development in the ongoing legal
tussle between Amazon and
Future Group, the Delhi High
Court on Wednesday stayed
further arbitration proceedings
between the parties before the
Singapore tribunal till
February 1.A bench, headed by
Chief Justice D.N. Patel and
comprising Justice Jyoti Singh,
issued notice on the two
appeals filed by Future Retail
Ltd and Future Coupons Pvt
Ltd. The notice has been made
returnable on February 1.The
high court also stayed the single judge order, which dismissed the Future Group's plea
against the two orders passed
by the tribunal. The Future
Group had sought termination
of the arbitration proceedings
instituted by Amazon. Citing
the Competition Commission
of India (CCI) order, the high
court noted that there is a
prima facie case made out in
the favour of appellants.

ual."Meanwhile, party sources in Lucknow
said apart from the infection scare, the decision to pause rallies was arrived at after taking into account the recent stampede-like
situation at a party-organised marathon in
Bareilly had left three girls injured.
Accordingly, the marathon races for girls
scheduled at Azamgarh, Varanasi,
Ghaziabad and Aligarh have been cancelled.
Congress spokesperson Lallan Kumar said
on the instruction of general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi, the party has cancelled its
big poll rallies till the COVID-19 situation
improves.The party has decided to go for
small gatherings through 'Nukkad Natak'
and door-to-door campaigns ahead of the
assembly polls.Notably, Uttar Pradesh
Congress chief Ajay Kumar Lallu and
Legislative party leader Aradhna Misra had
recently written to Chief Election
Commissioner Sushil Chandra, saying political parties should be encouraged to hold
smaller meetings and virtual meetings
because of the spike in COVID-19 cases in
the state.
They had also emphasised that all the
political parties should distribute masks and
ensure Covid appropriate behaviour among
people participating in election events.

17 Killed, 26 Injured As Bus
Collides With Truck In Jharkhand
PAKUR, JHARKHAND | Agencies
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7 people were killed and
26 others were injured in
a head-on collision
between a bus and a truck
transporting gas cylinders in
Jharkhand's Pakur district
Wednesday morning, the
police said.
The accident happened
around 8:30 am on the
Govindpur-Sahibganj state
highway, they said.
Around 40 passengers on
board the bus were headed
to Jasidih in the Deoghar district from Barharwa in
Sahibganj.Several people
trapped inside the bus were
rescued after dismantling the
vehicle with gas-cutters, the
police said. Heavy fog in the
area may be the reason
behind the accident, they
said, adding, none of the gas
cylinders on the truck
exploded.
The death count could further rise, a police officer said.
The district administration
has announced an aid of Rs 1
lakh each for the families of
those killed in the accident.
"The death count in the
accident has increased to 17,
while the number of injured
is 26. At least three of them

are critical," Civil Surgeon of
Pakur RD Paswan told news.
One of the critical patients
has been referred to Rajendra
Institute of Medical Sciences
(RIMS) in Ranchi and the
process to shift the others is
underway, Sub-Divisional
Police Officer (SDPO) Ajit
Kumar Vimal said.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in a tweet has
announced aid of ? 2 lakh
each for the families of those
who died, and ? 50,000 to
those injured. President Ram
Nath Kovind also expressed
grief over the accident and
prayed for the speedy recovery of the injured. Officials
said 15 of the 16 killed have
been identified. Five were
residents of Sahibganj, three
each of Dumka and Pakur
and one of West Bengal.
Chief Minister Hemant Soren
condoled the deaths and
directed the district administration to ensure proper
treatment of the injured.

SP hits back on 'Farq saaf
hai' film with video clip
LONDON | Agencies

T

he Samajwadi Party has hit back
at the Yogi Adityanath government's campaign 'Farq Saaf Hai',
by tweeting a video clip that shows former BSP MP Dhananjay Singh playing
cricket.
The tweet says that "Mafia connected top chief minister are playing cricket."
It further says: "Dhananjay Singh
carries a reward of Rs 25,000 and is
enjoying the game under the police
eye. The double engine government's
bulldozers cannot find him. The people are watching all this - 2022 mein
BJP Saaf."
The ruling party has been hitting out
at Samajwadi Party with a series of
short films titled 'Farq Saaf Hai'.
In this series, the SP regime has been
blamed for corruption and crime and

the situation has been compared with
present regime. The short films are
being aggressively aired on TV channels and also in the print media.

"This is just the beginning. We are
now going to expose the BJP and its
double-faced policies on such issues,"
said a SP leader.

21 staff members test Covid positive SP MLC Pampi Jain accused of
at Bihar CM's residence
tax evasion by IT department
Team Absolute|New Delhi

PATNA: | Agencies

T
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mid third Covid wave, the
infection has reached Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar's
residence in Patna. On Wednesday,
21 persons including security personnel and other staff members tested positive for Covid-19.
Keeping in view of severe infections, the Chief Minister has postponed all his appointments and programmes including Janata Darbar
and Samaj Sudhar Abhiyan (Social
reform campaign) for an indefinite
period.
According to an official, CM Nitish
Kumar will continue holding meetings related to important state matters like the third wave of corona.
Earlier, four cabinet ministers
including two chief ministers Tar
Kishore Prasad and Renu Devi tested
Covid positive. Besides, Ashok
Chaudhary, the Building

he Income Tax
Department on
Wednesday said that
they have found that
Pushapraj Pampi Jain is
involved in tax evasion by
under reporting sale of perfumes, stock manipulation,
fudging books of account to
shift profits from the taxable
unit to the tax exempt unit
and inflation of expenditure.
They also accused another
perfume businessman of
committing the same
offence.
Pushapraj Pampi Jain,
who is an MLC of the
Samajwadi Party, has been
accused of evading tax of Rs
10 crore. He also allegedly
didn't declare an income of
Rs 45 crore which the IT
team found in the probe.

Construction Minister and Excise
Minister Sunil Kumar also tested
positive.
A high level meeting headed by

Nitish Kumar was held in Patna on
Wednesday where only those ministers and officials participated who
had Covid negative reports.

3RD WAVE IN DELHI: DOCTORS ADVISE PEOPLE TO FOLLOW COVID NORMS
Rachel V. Thomas |New Delhi

E

ven as Delhi is in the middle of a third
wave of coronavirus, city doctors on
Wednesday advised not to panic but
to strictly adhere to the Covid norms such
as maintaining social distance, wearing
masks, maintaining proper sanitisation,
and getting vaccinated.
Delhi Health Minister Satyendar Jain on
Wednesday morning announced the start
of a third Covid wave in the national capital, and warned the cases can jump to close
to 10,000 with the infection rate nearing 10
per cent by the evening.
By evening, as predicted by Jain, Delhi
reported 10,665 fresh Covid-19 cases highest since May 12 - and eight deaths,
and the positivity rate also shot up to 11.88
per cent. The number of active cases in the
capital now stands at 23,307.
Talking to correspondent, Dr Shuchin
Bajaj, Founder Director, Ujala Cygnus
Group of Hospitals, said: "The pillars of
precautions remain the same as with previ-

ous waves: social distancing, masks, sanitisation, and vaccines. If we continue to bear
these four things in mind, the wave will be
mild and we will not see pressure on hospitals and healthcare providers."

The rapid increase in cases could also be
due to the highly transmissible Omicron
variant of Covid that is reportedly driving
the third wave in the national capital. Delhi
on Wednesday reported 464 Omicron

cases, the second-highest in the country
after Maharashtra (653).
Besides Omicron, the significant rise in
Covid cases could also be breakthrough
infections, Dr Manoj Goel, Director,
Pulmonology, Fortis Memorial Research
Institute, told correspondent.
"It appears that there is significant breakthrough infection even in previously vaccinated and amongst those who had Covid in
the previous waves which is quite worrying. This means India might face even a
bigger wave than the previous ones," Goel
said.
A recent study led by the UK's Imperial
College London showed that the risk of
reinfection with the Omicron variant is 5.4
times greater than that of the Delta variant.
But the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention analysis shows that while
Omicron has faster onset of infection
symptoms, people who get reinfected with
the highly transmissible variant may experience fewer symptoms than they did during their initial bout with the virus.

The IT officials carried out
a search and seizure operation on December 31 at the
premises of Jain and others.
The officials said that
around 40 premises in the
states of Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Delhi, Tamil
Nadu and Gujarat were covered during the search operation.
In the case of Jain, the IT
team found that his company is involved in tax evasion
by under-reporting sale of
perfumes, stock manipulation, fudging books of
account to shift profits from
taxable unit to tax exempt
unit, inflation of expenditure.
"Evidence found in the
sales office and main office
has revealed that the group
makes 35% to 40% of its

retail sales in cash by
'kuchaa' bills and these cash
receipts are not recorded in
the regular books of account,
running into crores of
rupees."
"Evidence of booking purchases from bogus parties to
the extent of about Rs 5 crore
has also been unearthed,"
said the IT official.
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CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

I AMRUTA is legally D/O No.
JC-379936A SUB SHANKARGOUDA KALAGOUDA PATIL
presently residing at H.N 6505,
Shriram Colony, Laxmi Nagar,
Ganeshpur,PostHindalga,Police stationCamp, Teh, Distt-Belagavi,
StateKarnataka
Pin-591108have changed my
name from AMRUTA to
AMRUTA PATIL Vide affidavit
no. 74AA645230 & date :
03/01/2022

I SAVITA is legally wife of No. JC379936A SUB SHANKARGOUDA
KALAGOUDA PATIL presently
residing at H.N 6505, Shriram
Colony,
Laxmi
Nagar,
Ganeshpur,Post- Hindalga,Police
station- Camp,Teh, Distt-Belagavi,
State- Karnataka Pin-591108
have changed my name from
SAVITA to SAVITA PATIL and my
DOB from 25/07/1981 to
22/07/1981 Vide affidavit no.
74AA645206 & date : 03/01/2022

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

I No. JC-379936A SUB
SHANKARGOUDA KALAGOUDA PATIL presently residing at
H.N 6505, Shriram Colony,
Laxmi Nagar, Ganeshpur, PostHindalga, Police stationCamp,Teh, Distt-Belagavi,
State- Karnataka Pin-591108
have changed my son's name
from VINEET to VINEET PATIL
Vide affidavit no. 74AA645207
& date : 03/01/2022

I No. JC-379936A SUB
SHANKARGOUDA KALAGOUDA PATIL presently residing at
H.N 6505, Shriram Colony,
Laxmi Nagar, Ganeshpur, PostHindalga,Police
stationCamp,Teh, Distt-Belagavi,
State- Karnataka Pin-591108
have changed my Daughter's
name from PRIYANKA to
PRIYANKA PATIL Vide affidavit
no. 74AA645205 & date :
03/01/2022
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RAPID RT-PCR TEST MUST AT MUMBAI AIRPORT 100% lockdown not
FOR PASSENGERS FROM HIGH-RISK NATIONS required: Rajesh Tope
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Mumbai

mid a surge in COVID-19 cases,
the Mumbai civic body has
made rapid RT-PCR test
mandatory for the passengers coming
from at-risk and high-risk countries
and the UAE at the international airport, a senior civic official said on
Wednesday.
A day earlier, confusion was created due to misinterpretation of revised
guidelines by a civic official who had
said that the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC) had
made rapid RT-PCR test compulsory
for all the international passengers
landing at the Mumbai airport,
sources said.
The guidelines, issued last week,
came into effect on Monday.
"All international passengers coming from at-risk and high-risk countries and the UAE will be asked to
take a rapid RT-PCR test. If positive,
they will be asked to take routine RTPCR and ask to wait for results," Kiran
Dighavkar, assistant municipal commissioner, BMC, tweeted.
Presently, 13 countries are listed in
the 'at risk' category. Passengers
arriving from the UAE will also have
to undergo rapid RT-PCR tests on
arrival as per rules.
On Tuesday, Mumbai reported
10,860 new COVID-19 cases, the
highest daily count after April 7, 2021,
while two more patients succumbed
to the infection, as per the civic body.

A

A

The passengers found positive for
coronavirus in the rapid RT-PCR test
will have to undergo a regular RTPCR test at the Mumbai international
airport itself, as per the revised order
of the BMC.
"If the routine RT-PCR test is positive, then the sample will be sent
immediately for genome sequencing
and the passenger will be sent to
institutional quarantine," the order
said. Passengers who test negative

will be allowed to leave the airport,
but they will need to observe mandatory home quarantine for seven days.
"If this sample (routine RT-PCR)
test is negative, then the concerned
passenger will be allowed to go home
for mandatory home quarantine for a
total period of seven days," as per the
revised guidelines.
All symptomatic passengers testing
positive at the airport will be admitted to Seven Hills Hospital, while

160 resident doctors of Mumbai
Hospital test Covid-19 positive: MARD
Team Absolute|Mumbai

N

early 160 resident doctors of hospitals in
Mumbai run by the
Maharashtra government and
the local civic corporation
have tested positive for coronavirus in the last three days,
a senior office-bearer of their
association said.
Ganesh Solunke, president
of the JJ Hospital chapter of
the Maharashtra Association
of Resident Doctors (MARD),
said 62 resident physicians of
the state-run hospital in central Mumbai have tested positive for Covid-19 in the last 72
hours. Besides, he said 40 resident doctors in King Edward
Memorial Hospital, 50 in
Lokmanya Tilak Municipal
General Hospital and another
seven in RN Cooper Hospital
have also contracted coron-

asymptomatic passengers will be
admitted to the jumbo COVID-19
facilities in the Bandra-Kurla
Complex (BKC) or Kanjurmarg.
If any symptomatic passenger
prefers a private hospital, he/she will
be shifted to the Bombay Hospital or
Breach Candy Hospital, while the
asymptomatic patients with similar
preferences will be transferred to
linked hotels on their expenditure,
the guidelines said.

mid the spurt in COVID-19 cases,
Maharashtra Health Minister Rajesh
Tope on Wednesday said 100 per cent
lockdown is not required as of now, but
stressed on the need to impose restrictions
wherever there is crowding.
Talking to reporters after a meeting with the
state's COVID-19 Task Force and officials of
the health, planning and finance departments, Tope said the state reported over
16,000 cases on Tuesday, and the number
could rise to 25,000 on Wednesday.
He said the silver lining is that 90 per cent
of the cases are asymptomatic. Of the 10 per
cent symptomatic patients, only one to two
per cent require hospitalisation.
The state has seen a sharp rise in the daily
cases since the last two weeks.
"The Task Force has used the term augmented restrictions, which means if the cases
rise like this...we don't have to use the term
lockdown. Hundred per cent lockdown is not
certainly required as of today," the minister
said.
He said augmented restrictions means that
non-essential activities have to be stopped.
"Wherever crowding takes place, there have to
be restrictions, but it is not the case that it
(curbs) should be brought today," Tope said.
He said recommendations of the Task
Force will be discussed with Chief minister
Uddhav Thackeray.
The minister strongly emphasised on
ramping up the vaccination against COVID19, and focusing on those who have not taken

the jabs and third dose for frontline workers.
As the cases rise, an aggressive focus will also
be on information, education and communication activities on the precautions to be
taken after testing positive for the coronavirus,
he said.
Mumbai Mayor Kishori Pednekar on
Tuesday said if the daily COVID-19 cases
cross the 20,000-mark, a lockdown will be
imposed in the city as per the Union government's rules. She had also suggested that people wear triple-layer masks while traveling by
public buses and local trains. The mayor had
also appealed to citizens to get vaccinated at
the earliest and follow all COVID-19-related
standard operating procedures. Mumbai
reported 10,860 new COVID-19 cases on
Tuesday, up 34.37 per cent from a day ago
and highest daily count since April 7, 2021,
while two more patients succumbed to the
infection, as per the city civic body.

Mumbai Covid Cases Could Peak
During January 6-13: Researchers
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A
avirus (bringing the total to
159). All three hospitals are
run by the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation
(BMC).Meanwhile, in the
national capital, as cases continue to rise unabated, over
100 health workers at the All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) tested positive for Covid-19, over the last
week. However, resident doctors in Maharashtra, who
were on strike due to the
delay in NEET-PG coun-

selling and other issues, have
called off their protest on
Tuesday.The number of
Covid-19 infections in
Mumbai jumped past 10,000
on Tuesday, registering a rise
of 35 per cent in 24 hours.
The cases have been rising
constantly even as the number of daily tests remain
almost the same. The test
positivity rate (TPR) rose to 22
per cent, after 10,860 of the
49,661 samples tested
positive.

s coronavirus infections surged
in Mumbai, the city could witness a peak during January 6-13
and take a month for the cases to see
a decline, according to researchers at
the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research (TIFR).
Sandeep Juneja, senior professor,
School of Technology and Computer
Science, at the TIFR, said the peak
fatalities could be in February, but it
is expected to be around 30 to 50 per
cent less than what was recorded during the deadly second wave between
March to May last year.
The city recorded 10,860 cases, the
highest daily count since April 7,
2021, on Tuesday."Cases in Mumbai
could peak between January 6 to 13
and they are likely to come down to
lower levels in around a month. The

peak fatalities are expected to be
around 30 to 50 per cent less than
what was witnessed during the second (delta) wave," Juneja , who is
involved in COVID-19 modelling for
the city, said.
He, however, did not comment on
the number of cases that the city is
expected to witness during the peak

Pune Police take custody of Hindu religious
leader in inflammatory speech case
Team Absolute|Pune

T

he Pune police on Wednesday
said they have taken the custody
of Hindu seer Kalicharan
Maharaj from their Raipur counterparts in connection with a case pertaining to alleged inflammatory
speeches registered against him and
five others in Maharashtra's
Pune.Following the transit remand
granted by a court at Raipur in
Chhattisgarh, the religious leader was
being brought to Pune where he will
be produced in a court later in the
day, officials said.
"We have taken the custody of
Kalicharan from Chhattisgarh Police
and he is being brought to Pune," an
official from Khadak police station
said.
The Pune police had registered the
case against Kalicharan Maharaj,
right-wing leader Milind Ekbote,
Captain Digendra Kumar (retired)

and others for allegedly making
inflammatory speeches during an
event here and hurting religious sentiments.
The event, 'Shiv Pratap Din', was

organised by Ekbote-led outfit Hindu
Aghadi outfit on December 19, 2021
to celebrate the killing of Mughal
commander Afzal Khan by
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.

Later, the case was registered
against the seer and others at Khadak
police station under IPC Sections 295
(A) (deliberate and malicious intention of outraging religious feelings of
any class), 298 (deliberate intention of
wounding religious feeling of any person) and 505 (2) (false statement,
rumor made in place of worship, etc,
with intent to create enmity, hatred or
ill-will). As per the FIR, all the
accused allegedly made inflammatory speeches with an intention to hurt
the religious sentiments of Muslims
and Christians and to create a communal rift between people.
Kalicharan Maharaj is also facing
cases in Chhattisgarh and
Maharashtra for his alleged derogatory remarks against Mahatma Gandhi
during an event in Raipur.
He was last week arrested by the
Chhattisgarh Police from Madhya
Pradesh in connection with that case.

between January 6 to 13.
Mumbai had recorded 11,206 coronavirus cases on April 4 last year. On
May 1, the city recorded 90 deaths -the highest number of single-day
fatalities, due to coronavirus so far.
"The hospitalisation too is also
expected to 50-70 per cent less than
the second wave," he said.

He said the data has been generated from the preliminary analysis from
TIFR's Mumbai AB simulator and the
assumptions are based on the South
Africa, and UK data.Juneja said the
key assumptions during the modelling were that 35 per cent of the
recovered population is amenable to
reinfection to Omicron and the new
variant is two times more infectious
compared to Delta. Symptomatic
cases are 20 per cent less compared
to delta and hospitalisation of symptomatic is 40 per cent less compared
to the delta for the suspect population, he added.
For the infected but not vaccinated
and amenable to reinfection, this
number further reduces by 50 per
cent. For the doubly vaccinated and
infected (and amenable to reinfection) the reduction factor is not 50 per
cent but 70 per cent, Juneja said.

Javed Akhtar Urges Compassion For
Alleged 'Bulli Bai' Mastermind, Age 18
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

fter an 18-year-old woman was arrested
by the Mumbai police in connection
with the Bulli Bai app controversy, veteran lyricist Javed Akhtar expressed his views
on the same, urging people to forgive her as
the young girl reportedly lost her parents to
cancer and COVID-19 recently.
Akhtar, who has been actively sharing his
opinions on the case, took to his Twitter handle on Wednesday to ask netizens to show
compassion and forgive the girl.
He tweeted, "If " bully bai" was really masterminded by an 18 year old girl who has
recently lost her parents to cancer n Corona I
think the women or some of them meet her
and like kind elders make her understand that
why whatever she did was wrong . Show her
compassion and forgive her."
For the unversed, on Tuesday, Akhtar had
slammed a section of social media users who
questioned the honour of his great-greatgrandfather Fazl-e-Haq Khairabadi after he
questioned PM Modi and raised his voice
against the ongoing 'Bulli Bai' controversy.
The controversy erupted when photos of
hundreds of Muslim women were collected

from their social media accounts and were
uploaded on an app and it would then
encourage people to participate in their auction.
Meanwhile, apart from the 18-year-old
woman, a 21-year-old engineering student
was also held in Bengaluru in a raid by a
Mumbai Police team in connection with the
'Bulli Bai' row. Another person whose identity
has not been disclosed yet was also arrested
on Wednesday in the same case.

BULLI BAI: "SEEMS SHE DID IT FOR MONEY," SAY COPS ON BRAIN BEHIND APP
 AN 18-YEAR-OLD GIRL AND
TWO YOUNG STUDENTS HAVE
BEEN ARRESTED OVER THE
"BULLI BAI" APP THAT
SHARED PICTURES OF
MUSLIM WOMEN, INCLUDING
WELL-KNOWN FACES, FOR AN
ONLINE "AUCTION". A 21YEAR-OLD FROM
UTTARAKHAND IS THE LATEST TO BE ARRESTED, A DAY
AFTER CLASS 12 STUDENT
SHWETA SINGH WAS CAUGHT
IN THE CASE INVOLVING
HATE DIRECTED AT
MUSLIMS.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

ayank Rawal was caught in the early hours of
Wednesday. A second year engineering student from
Bengaluru, Vishal Kumar Jha, was arrested earlier.
"Three people have been arrested for the 'Bulli Bai' app
and Twitter handle. We are looking for more people
involved," Mumbai Police Commissioner Hemant Nagrale
told reporters.
The youngest of them, Shweta Singh, was allegedly the
brain behind the app. The teenager, also from Uttarakhand,
controlled 'Bulli Bai' and three more apps, investigations
reveal.
She did it for money, according to the Uttarakhand police
say. Her father died of Covid and her mother had died earlier.
"The woman who was arrested from Uttarakhand's
Rudrapur in the 'Bulli Bai' app case belongs to a poor family
and her father is not alive. It seems she got involved in such
activities for money," said Uttarakhand police chief Ashok
Kumar.
The app was allegedly set up on December 31.
The Mumbai Police started an investigation three days later
after receiving a complaint that doctored photographs of

hundreds of Muslim women were uploaded for an 'auction'
on an app hosted on the open-source software platform
GitHub.
The app was called 'Bulli Bai', a derogatory term to
describe Muslim women.
A similar app and website called 'Sulli Deals' had surfaced
earlier this year and had sparked massive outrage.
Ismat Ara, a journalist targeted by the Bulli Bai app, said in
her police complaint on Sunday that it was an attempt to
harass Muslim women.
"The said 'github' is violent, threatening and intending to
create a feeling of fear and shame in my mind, as well as in
the minds of women in general, and the Muslim community
whose women are being targeting in this hateful manner,"
said the complaint.There was no actual 'auction' or 'sale' but
the purpose of the app seemed to be to humiliate and intimidate women, many of them active on social media.
Police say the accused initially used bots to post content.
Later, they switched to their original accounts.
"The app had five followers. We started investigating all of
them. We came to know who were the operators. Pictures of
well-known women were loaded along with objectionable
messages," Mr Nagrale said.
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NEW AYODHYA MAY HURT
TRADITIONAL BUSINESSES

T

raders in Ayodhya are up in arms against
the holy city's master plan. The master plan
layout is on display at the office of the
Ayodhya Development Authority (ADA) and
traders here have registered their opposition with
the ADA. They allege that the proposed layout will
result in large-scale demolition of shops and other
commercial establishments.In the master plan,
several stretches of the city have been earmarked
for the road widening project. According to the
presidentofVyaparAdhikarManch,alargenumber of shops and other commercial establishments
would be demolished if the master plan was
implemented in its present form. He further said
the traders had registered their protest with vice
chairman, ADA, Vishal Singh. The development
authority has asked traders to submit their objections in writing so that they could be discussed and
addressed.Intheproposeddevelopmentplan,two
stretches of the road in Ayodhya Dham (old
Ayodhya town), including the one leading to the
Hanuman Garhi temple, are to be widened.
Another major expansion of the road is proposed
from Naya Ghat to Udaya crossing. This stretch is
around 4.6 km. The entire road is proposed to be
24 feet and 12 feet on both sides of the divider. A
largenumberofcommercialestablishmentsfallon
this stretch of the road. Traders are demanding to
curtail the proposed expansion to 20 feet from 24
feet. A massive beautification and renovation plan
has been drafted for Ayodhya which will make it
'the most beautiful city in the world', according to
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath. The renovation
planisbeingworkedupontogiveanewlooktothe
holy city where the grand Ram temple is under
construction. The state government expects a
heavy footfall of devotees and tourists from across
the globe when the Ram temple is completed.

INDIA'S SECURITY SCENARIO HAS SOME WORRYING NEW
D.C. Pathak

I

ntelligence being the anchor of security,
two fundamentals of national security provide the reasons for a periodical examination of whether the Intelligence infrastructure
and its methodology were in need of an
upgrade and expansion. First is the reality that
the threat perspectives were never static since
geo- politics could alter and new adversarial
fronts shape up. The second is the principle
that says 'Security is a matter of degree' implying that it should never be presumed to be perfect and should be constantly improved.
Our Intelligence agencies have performed
very well with their existing resources and outreach but they might need a further backing,
technological advance and new levels of coordination to measure up to the emerging challenges. Some of the new features of the contemporary security environs can be easily
identified.
There is a shift from open warfare to 'covert'
offensives in the post- Cold War world and
nearer home use of terrorism by Pakistan as an
instrument of 'asymmetric war' against India
in Kashmir and elsewhere has necessitated
induction of the armed forces in security operations on our own soil. This has pushed civilmilitary cooperation to an entirely new level,
called for close functional rapport between
DIA and civilian Intelligence set-up and made
it vital for the Army to train for adherence to
Intelligence-based operations for minimising
collateral damage. AFSPA may still be needed
in the situation that was developing, but would
require strict compliance in accordance with
the spirit of law so as to avoid any charge of
heavy handedness against the Army. Its operations fall under the umbrella of 'aid to civil
authority'. The Army has generally performed
its duties in difficult areas, quite well.
Another prime threat to national security is
the exposure to Cyber attacks of the adversary
carried out by way of hacking of vital systems - this is a new dimension of 'proxy war'. Cyber
defence has an intrinsic challenge because the
breach was detected only after the attack had
occurred and mitigation therefore had to be
prompt and effective. Civil military cooperation on research and Intelligence production
in the sphere of cyber security has to be built
on solid foundations. The 'jointness' of
Defence forces being established by the CDS
should help in evolving shared protocols for
Intelligence agencies, NTRO and DIA under
the auspices of NSCS. It is necessary to focus
on prevention of cyber attacks -- however difficult it might be.
Also, it is now well known that social media
has become the new instrument of combat
and wherever it is used in a planned way to
influence public opinion through a 'covert'

operation, Intelligence will be required to get
into its roots and identify the adversary behind
the scene operating from within the country or
outside. There are laws against the misuse of
social media but Intelligence is now needed
about the elements and forces who could be
directing an 'information warfare' using this
medium for false propaganda, fake news and
'radicalisation'.
A new phenomenon -- going beyond the
problem of NGOs with a hidden agenda -- is
the advent of sponsored civil society forums
and tinted writings designed to turn public
opinion against a democratically elected dispensation. They sometimes acted in concert
with the anti-India lobbies at home and
abroad that played up vague issues like
'majoritarianism', 'authoritarianism' and
'minority' rights to destabilise a constitutional
set up. Intellectualism could even become the
new tool of politics by proxy. This facet of civil
society activity adversely impacting on the
national security belonged to the deeper layers
of 'unconventional war' in which even an open
challenge to national integrity and sovereignty
and ridiculing of the idea of paying respect to
national flag and national anthem, were
sought to be legitimised in the name of freedom of expression and democratic right. This
is what NSA Ajit Doval warned against while
addressing the IPS Probationers at Hyderabad
recently. All of this however, does not detract
from the fact that a large number of NGOs in
this country are engaged in purposeful social

UK PM plans to 'ride out' Omicron
wave with no more curbs
U
London|Agencies

K Prime Minister Boris Johnson
has said he hopes England can
"ride out" the current wave of
Covid-19 without further restrictions.
He, however, acknowledged parts of
the NHS would feel "temporarily overwhelmed" amid a surge of Omicron
cases, the BBC reported on Tuesday.
The Prime Minister said there was a
"good chance" he would not impose
fresh measures and would recommend
continuing the government's "Plan B"
strategy in England to ministers on
Wednesday.
He also announced plans for 100,000
critical workers to take daily tests.
The testing regime from January 10
will be for key industries including food
processing, transport and the border
force, in order to reduce the spread of
the virus to colleagues.
The Prime Minister said at a Downing
Street briefing he will recommended

7 killed, 5 injured in fire, gas
leakage accidents in Pakistan

England sticks with Plan B restrictions,
when cabinet ministers meet to discuss
extending them.
The measures - which include working from home where possible, mask
wearing in most public settings and
Covid passports in some venues - are
currently due to run out on 28 January.
As daily UK Covid case figures exceeded
200,000 for the first time with the spread
of the Omicron variant, Johnson said
people who believed the pandemic to be

over were "profoundly wrong".
The daily cases include a backlog of
two days of cases from Wales and four
days in Northern Ireland.He said this
was a moment for caution but also that
the UK's position was different from
other waves, as Omicron is milder than
previous variants and booster vaccines
have been rolled out.r country once
again"."We can keep our schools and
our businesses open and we can find a
way to live with this virus," he said.
Johnson acknowledged the weeks
ahead would be "challenging" with
"some services disrupted by staff
absences". But he promised to "fortify"
the NHS to withstand pressure.
The assurances come as many industries are facing staffing problems over
the number of workers self isolating with
Covid or as contacts of cases, while
many people have struggled to get tests
over Christmas amid supply and
demand issues.

New Zealand swelters in
scorching temperatures
Washington|Agencies

N
Islamabad: Seven people were killed
and five injured in two separate accidents in Pakistan in the last 24 hours.
As many as seven members of a family were killed on Wednesday after fire
erupted in a village on the outskirts of
Toba Tek Singh district of the country's
eastern Punjab province, Xinhua news
agency reported citing the local media.
The accident took place while the
victims were sleeping, resulting in the
death of all the family members in the
house, rescue workers said. The
deceased included five girls.
Separately, five people were injured
after a blast hit a house in Pakistan's
southwestern city of Quetta.
Reportedly, the explosion occurred
due to gas leakage in the house, resulting in injuries to all the people from the
same family including three kids.

ew Zealand sweltered in scorching temperatures as many places
in North Island of the country hit
record high temperatures in the first
days of the new year.
Taupo, a tourism attraction town in
central part of North Island, reached
33.2 degrees Celsius on Tuesday, making it an equal-warmest January day
since records began in 1950, Xinhua
reported citing the national weather
broadcast agency MetService on
Wednesday.
January 2 witnessed the second
warmest January day for Invercargill, a
town located at the far south end of the
South Island, since 1948.
In the past days since the new year,
hot weather continuously scorched the
country's largest city Auckland and capital Wellington.
Many other towns surpassed 30
degrees Celcius, unusually hot compared with the same period in the past
decades.
As more and more people swarmed
to beaches to enjoy the sunshine and
water activities, water-related fatalities
surged in the past days.
As of January 4, 2022, the number of
water-related deaths in the country this

Japanese govt says
N.Korea fired possible
ballistic missile
Tokyo: The Japanese
government said the
Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (DPRK)
on Wednesday morning
launched a projectile that
appears to be a ballistic
missile. The Japan Coast
Guard said the unidentified
projectile is believed to
have already landed,
Xinhua news agency
reported. It was fired
toward the Sea of Japan,
according to South Korea's
Yonhap News Agency citing the South Korean military.
This was the first test-fire
of the country in 2022.
Before it, the DPRK testfired a new type of submarine-launched ballistic missile in October 2021.

and philanthropic endeavours to the benefit of
India as a nation.
Last but not the least, a potent strategic
threat to national security of India now is
attributable to the Sino- Pak military alliance - an axis of a Marxist state and a fundamentalist regime -- that rests on a huge 'give and take'
made by the two adversaries of India at the
cost of the latter.
These two hostile neighbours have a certain
capability of playing mischief on India's
domestic front and are expectedly acting
together even more closely following the
scrapping of Article 370 relating to Jammu and
Kashmir, by Indian Parliament. The anti- India
lobbies have also become active in this period
encouraged to an extent by the leaders of the
valley-based parties who always interpolated
Pakistan in the equation between the citizens
of Jammu & Kashmir and the Centre -- they
never said a word about the terrorist violence
instigated by that country from across the PoK
using faith-based motivation to recruit terrorists. The policy of 'terror and talks don't go
together' has been appreciated by the world
outside. In the fitness of things Centre should
initiate measures to deter those who promoted
pro-Pak separatism in Kashmir.
Apart from an examination of the needs of
individual Intelligence agencies for organisational expansion and added
resources, the matters of coordination -- in both operational
and long term endeavours --

within the entirety of national security set up
covering civil, military and technological segments, may have to be given special attention.
Moreover, the internal security front has made
the police an important first responder in
many situations and the collaboration
between the Central security agencies and the
State Police has therefore acquired a newfound importance.
As threats to security like terrorism translate
closer to the ground, the role of state and even
District Intelligence has come into sharp focus.
The recent DGPs conference demonstrated
how the Centre- State cooperation in the
sphere of Intelligence for national security
could be kept above party politics. The Prime
Minister's call for establishing a National
Technology Mission for Policing under the
chairmanship of Union Home Minister, paves
the way for advancing in this direction.
Comprehensive arrangements for CentreState coordination can be evolved for serving
the national objectives considering the fact
that Police responsibility now goes beyond
maintenance of law and order to include active
participation in the safeguarding of Internal
Security. Also, an important point for national
security is to ensure that our Intelligence agencies attract the best of available talent from
within and outside of the government.

international
GLOBAL COVID CASELOAD TOPS 295 MN

Washington|Agencies
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mid an ongoing resurgence across the world,
the global coronavirus
caseload has topped 295 million, while the deaths have
surged to more than 5.45 million and vaccinations to over
9.24 billion, according to
Johns Hopkins University.
In its latest update on
Wednesday morning, the
University's Center for
Systems Science and
Engineering (CSSE) revealed
that the current global caseload and the death toll stood
at 295,010,012 and 5,456,350,
respectively, while the total
number of vaccine doses
administered has increased
to 9,247,893,026.
The US continues to be the
worst-hit country with the
world's highest number of
cases and deaths at

57,048,800 and 830,068,
according to the CSSE.
The second worst hit
country in terms of cases is
India (34,960,261 infections
and 482,017 deaths), followed by Brazil (22,328,252
infections and 619,654
deaths). The other countries
with over 5 million cases are
the UK (13,722,759), France
(10,694,804), Russia
(10,390,052), Turkey
(9,654,364), Germany
(7,279,037), Italy (6,566,947),

Spain (6,785,286), Iran
(6,200,296), Argentina
(5,820,536) and Colombia
(5,203,374), the CSSE figures
showed. The nations with a
death toll of over 100,000 are
Russia (305,906), Mexico
(299,581), Peru (202,818), the
UK (149,417), Indonesia
(144,105), Italy (138,045),
Iran (131,736), Colombia
(130,100), France (125,551),
Argentina (117,294),
Germany (112,707) and
Ukraine (102,717).

China puts city of 1.1 mn under
lockdown after three cases
Team Absolute|New Delhi

C

summer has reached 27 -- already passing the 25 fatalities for each of the previous two summers -- while there is still
two months to go in this summer.
Chief Executive of Water Safety New
Zealand Daniel Gerrard said the country was now on track for one of the
worst summers of water fatalities on
record. Lifeguards urged locals to take
greater care in waters after an "alarming" number of incidents and fatalities
in the sea and inland waterways.
MetService also suggested people to
drink plenty of water to avoid extreme
physical exertion while doing outdoor
activities.

hina has put a second city under
total lockdown after just three
asymptomatic Covid cases were
discovered from there, the BBC reported.
Yuzhou, which has a population of 1.1
million, saw its transport system shut
down and all but essential food stores
closed overnight, the report said.
It follows a similar lockdown in Xi'an,
where 13 million have been confined to
their homes since December 23.
The strict measures come ahead of
the Lunar New Year and the Winter
Olympics due to be held in Beijing from
February 4-20.
With exactly a month to go until the
Games start, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Wang Wenbin assured
reporters that China has "formulated an
efficient and highly effective defence
system".
As part of this system, thousands of
staff and volunteers started entering a
bubble on Tuesday, which will see them
have no physical contact with the outside world in order to limit the spread of
the virus.Participants and international
media arriving to cover the Games will

also enter the bubble on arrival in
China, where they will remain for the
duration of their stay, the report said.
In Yuzhou, some 700 km south-west
of Beijing, officials said that "to curb and
quash the epidemic within the shortest

amount of time is a high-priority political task" for both citizens and government employees. All residents have
been told to remain indoors, with only
those involved in containing the disease
allowed to move.
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MP LOGS 594 NEW COVID CASES; ALLOWS 200 PEOPLE AT MARRIAGE, 50 AT FUNERAL
Team Absolute |Bhopal

adhya Pradesh registered 594 new
Covid-19 cases and one fatality in
the last 24 hours, pushing the
death toll to 10,534, while the positivity
rate jumped to close to one per cent,
according to the state government's daily
health bulletin on Wednesday.
In view of the rising number of cases,
the state government has issued new
guidelines, according to which the number
of guests at a marriage function should not
exceed 200, while at funerals, the number
of people should not exceed 50.
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
has appealed to the people not to organise
big events. He has also directed the officials to monitor public places.
The state had registered 308 cases the
previous day. The rapid surge in the last 24
hours has pushed the tally of active cases
to 1,544 on Wednesday. The active cases

M

on Tuesday were at 774.
The state crossed the 100 mark on
December 31 (124 cases) and since then,
there has been a rapid increase in daily
Covid infections, especially in the districts
of Indore and Bhopal. On January 1, the
state registered a total of 168 Covid-19
cases, on January 2 (222), on January 3
(308) and on January 4, it reported a total
of 594 cases.The state government
imposed a night curfew last week and a
'roko-toko' campaign was initiated to
encourage the people to wear masks and
to follow mandatory Covid related guidelines across the state. However, the 'rokotoko' campaign was yet to make an
impressive change on the ground, as a
large number of people could be seen
roaming without masks, especially in
Bhopal.Therefore, to enforce Covid protocols, the state government has directed the
police to impose a fine of Rs 200 on those
found not wearing masks.

Sports is necessary for a healthy body, if youths
progress, the nation will progress :CM Shivraj Singh
 CHIEF MINISTER
CHOUHAN INAUGURATED
INTER-UNIVERSITY BADMINTON COMPETITION,
NEW SPORTS COMPLEX
DEDICATED
Team Absolute | Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that along
with studies, sports activities
are also necessary for the students.
Sports is essential for a healthy
body. A healthy person can contribute better in the development of
the nation. Chief Minister Chouhan
was inaugurating the inter-university badminton competition at Rajiv
Gandhi Technological University
campus today. He also played badminton with the youths in the badminton court. Chief Minister
Chouhan also dedicated the sports

complex. Chief Minister Chouhan
said that the aim of education is to
inculcate the values of citizenship.
Also it is necessary for the students
to keep their body healthy. Young
people have to set the goal of life
and focus on achieving it. Chief
Minister Chouhan said that Swami
Vivekananda had given a call to the

youths and said - "Youths have to
contribute in all fields. If the youths
progress, the nation will also grow."
He said that the 21st century will
belong to India, in which the youth
will contribute the most.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that
the aim of technical education is to
increase employment opportunities

Chief Minister Chouhan planted almond and
black rosewood saplings in Smart City Park

by developing skills. Also the university campuses must promote
research and start ups. Chief
Minister Chouhan said that technical research will play an important
role in Prime Minister Modi's
resolve to make India a 5 trillion
dollar economy. The role of youth
will be important in this. Their firm
determination will surely lead to
success.
Sports and Youth Welfare Minister
Yashodhara Raje Scindia said that a
new wave of infection has come, the
competition has to be organised
with full precautions. Earlier, the
Vice Chancellor of the University
Prof. Sunil Kumar welcomed the
guests. Mahant Sahdev Anand Giri ji
welcomed Chief Minister Chouhan
with a garland of Rudraksh and
appreciated the work being done in
the field of good governance. A large
number of university students and
players from the invited states were
present in the programme.

Another priest uses derogatory remarks
against Mahatma Gandhi in MP
Team Absolute |Bhopal

N

early a week after a self-styled seer
Kalicharan Maharaj made derogatory
remarks against Mahatma Gandhi at a
religious meeting in Chhattisgarh, who was
later arrested by the police, yet another religious person allegedly called the Father of the
Nation a 'traitor' in Madhya Pradesh.
In a video that went viral on social media, a
priest who was identified as Tarun Murari,
was heard saying, "It is wrong to call him
(Mahatma Gandhi) a Mahatma. He was neither a mahatma nor a nation lover. A person
who divided the country should not be
addressed as mahatma."
He continued, "I am saying it all using the
freedom of expression and you can access this
information from RTI (Right to Information)
that he (Gandhi) was the person who introduced the donation system in India."
Bhagvat Katha teller, Murari hails from
Narsinghpur district and he made the derogatory remarks against Gandhi on January 2.
Later, a Narshinghpur based youth
Congress leader lodged a complaint with the
local police against Murari. "A case was registered against Tarun Murari under sections 504

TASK FORCE CONSTITUTED TO BRING DOWN HEALTH INDEX IN STATE
Team Absolute |Bhopal
aternal Mortality Rate, Infant
Mortality Rate and Neonatal
Mortality Rate are higher
than the national average in Madhya
Pradesh at present. This is also worrying for the state government. Now the
government has constituted a task
force to bring down the health index.
It has been said by the state government that it is committed to reduce
maternal mortality rate, neonatal
mortality rate, infant mortality rate
and malnutrition. Presently the state's
maternal mortality rate, infant mortality rate and neonatal mortality rate
are higher than the national average.
This is the reason that a task force has
been constituted to formulate an
effective strategy to bring down the
health indices. The chairman of the
task force, former member of the
Prime Minister's Economic Advisory
Council, Prof. Shamika Ravi will be

there. Additional Chief Secretary of
Public Health and Family Welfare
Department has been made Member
Secretary in the Task Force. Two subject experts have been nominated as
members by Additional Chief
Secretary Women and Child
Development and Atal Bihari
Vajpayee Institute of Good
Governance Policy and Analysis.
The task force will work to coordinate with the Madhya Pradesh State
Policy and Planning Commission.
Task Force meeting will be held once
in a month or as required. The task
force will submit a report on proposed interventions and possible
effects to reduce maternal, neonatal
and infant mortality and malnutrition
(stunning) to the state government by
June 30, 2022. The conditions of
appointment of the chairman and
private members of the task force will
be issued separately.

M

Bhopal : Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted almond and black rosewood saplings
in Smart City Park located in Shyamala Hills. Along with the Chief Minister, Prakash Chadokar
of Square LLP voluntary organisation, Aarti Kushwaha and Kunal Nagar also planted saplings.

(Intentional insult with intent to provoke
breach of the peace), 505 (Statements conducing to public mischief) and 153B (assertions prejudicial to national integration) of the
IPC," said a senior police officer in
Narshinghpur district.
However, after an FIR was lodged, Murari
apologised for his derogatory remarks, saying
he used disrespectful language in a moment
of aggression abetted by a local journalist.
"My intent was not to disrespect Mahatma
Gandhi and I apologise for my remarks."

Minister Sarang drives on R.O.B. for trial run Jail personnel accused of rape
Team Absolute | Bhopal

M

edical Education Minister
Vishwas Kailash Sarang did
a trial run by himself on the
railway over bridge under construction at Subhash Nagar railway crossing in Bhopal city. Many times, technical problems were seen on the
bridge due to the movement of twowheeler vehicles including heavy
vehicles and light motor vehicles.
Sarang said that the trial run will
ensure that where we need dividers.
Due to the presence of Metro and
ROB together, there was a possibility
of difficulty in vehicular movement.
The trial runs will continue till
January 12. Meanwhile efforts will
be made to remove the difficulties
faced by the drivers.The trial run is
being done with a view to ease the

 Technical problems encountered in the trial run will
be resolved

CM TO DEDICATE ON JANUARY 23
Sarang informed that Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan would dedicate the
Over Bridge on January 23, the birth
anniversary of Subhash Chandra Bose. This
will benefit about 5 lakh people of the city.
The length of the over bridge constructed at
a cost of Rs.28 crore is 641.800 meters
including return wall. The width is 15
meters and the railway portion is 64 meters.
Public Works Department portion is 318
meters and return wall is 259 meters.
APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL
IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE MADE

movement and traffic system. Shri
Sarang said that after the trial run,
necessary changes would be made
after consultation on diversion, wall,

Chief Engineer, Public Works
Department, Sanjay Khande said that the
actual situation is being assessed by moving
road, traffic signal etc. He said mixed traffic in the trial run. Appropriate
technical improvements will be made after
that work would be done on
these changes from January 12 testing the practical difficulties encountered
during traffic.
to 23.

in Alirajpur were sent to jail

Team Absolute |Alirajpur
n Alirajpur district of Madhya Pradesh, a
wife, who had come to meet her husband,
was made a victim of his lust in the jail
premises itself. On the complaint of the victim
woman, two jail workers have been arrested
and sent to jail.
According to the information received, the
victim woman and her husband were in
Barwani jail on charges of getting married in a
fake manner. Both were sent to Alirajpur Jail
as the corona increased. The woman is on
parole for the past few days. One day when
she came to the jail to meet her husband, a
jail worker, Anil Trivedi, seduced her and took
her to his residence located on the premises
on the pretext of some work, where the second accused Virendra Yadav was already
present. The woman alleges that both of them
threatened her and raped her. On the com-

I

plaint of the woman, a case has been registered in the Tribal Welfare Police Station for
rape and under the Scheduled Castes, Tribes
Prevention of Atrocities Act. Both the accused
were arrested and produced in the court, from
where both have been sent to Jobat sub-jail in
judicial custody.The woman alleges that both
the jail workers had threatened her and said
that if she complained, her husband would
not be allowed to live peacefully inside the
jail. The woman is also on parole for five
months.

CORONA REACHED THE
CORRIDOR OF POWER

Shivraj reverses Cong decision, to reinstate happiness dept

Bhopal | The third wave of corona epidemic in
Madhya Pradesh may not have come officially, but the
increasing number of corona patients in the state is
going to scare everyone. Now Corona has given its knock
till the political corridor of the state. Apart from Shivraj
government minister Govind Singh Rajput, Additional
Chief Secretary JN Kansotia has also come under the
grip of Corona.
The number of corona patients in the state is increasing rapidly. In Indore, only the corona bomb has exploded during the last 24 hours. Here on Tuesday, 319 new
patients of Corona have appeared. A day before this, 137
corona patients were found in Indore. In this way, the
number of patients tripled in one day. Apart from this,
corona patients have been found in a total of 20 districts
including Bhopal, Gwalior, Jabalpur, Shahdol, Ujjain.
Along with this, State Government Minister Govind
Singh Rajput and Additional Chief Secretary JN Kansotia
have also been found to be Corona positive.

Praveen Dwivedi |Bhopal

M

adhya Pradesh's 'Anand Vibhag' or Happiness department, the first of its kind concept in the country will be
started again. The state government has approved a
proposal to reinstate the department as it was merged with the
spirituality department by the previous Kamal Nath-led
Congress government in December 2018.
The Shivraj Singh Chouhan-led BJP government had introduced the Happiness department in Madhya Pradesh back in
2016 on the lines of the neighbouring country Bhutan to measure happiness of its people. The concept had hit national headlines. To serve the real purpose of the concept in reality, the
state government had signed an MoU with IIT-Kharagpur for
the development of a happiness index to measure the wellbeing of people in the state in 2017.
In the next course of action, the state government was supposed to start a happiness survey to measure people's happiness by 2018, but, BJP lost the Assembly elections (in 2018) and

the Congress government came into power. The Congress government merged two departments into one and renamed it
spiritual department. The reason being that the objective of it
(spiritual department) was to strengthen inter-communal harmony and Sarvadharma Sambhav (equal respect to all religions). The Congress government had then justified its decision of merging the happiness department, saying that such a
department has been working under different names in several

countries including the US, the UK, Argentina, Denmark and
many others. However, due to political crisis in the month of
March 2020, Kamal Nath-led Congress government fell and the
Shivraj Singh Chouhan-led BJP government came back to
power.On Tuesday, Shivraj Singh's cabinet gave its consent to
separate the happiness department from the spiritual department. "The cabinet has given its consent to the proposal to
amend the work (allocation) rule for the formation of 'Anand
Department' and renaming of 'Spiritual Department' to
'Religious Trust and Endowment Department," the state government said in an official statement on Tuesday. Now, the
happiness department will again come into existence along
with a separate religious trust and endowment department.
"The Congress government had snatched away the happiness
department, which is an important concept to bring happiness
among the common people. It is a very positive development
that the BJP government has initiated to strengthen the happiness department again," said state home minister Narottam
Mishra, who is also the spokesperson of the government.
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Cher says she will
never go grey
Los Angeles | Agencies

S

inger Cher has opened up
about her changing locks
over the years, having
switched up her signature black
hair to go blonde and even red
over the years, but she doesn't
plan on ever stopping with the
dye.
She told People magazine:
"(Going grey) is fine for other
girls. I'm just not doing it!"
The 'Believe' hitmaker
reflected on her own outlook
on makeup, and told critics to
"get a life", reports
femalefirst.com.
She added: "It's all about
having fun. I just think that

people who worry about the
way someone puts on their
makeup should get a life."
While she's spent decades
being photographed by fans
and the paparazzi, she admitted it's nice being able to look
back at how her style has
changed.
Cher said: "I can't believe I
did so much, actually. There
are few people that have had
pictures taken their entire life...
I don't think there was a
moment that I stepped outside
of my house where I didn't
have a picture taken of me.
"It comes in handy now. But
I liked all (my looks), really.
And I made some (decisions)

that were ridiculous, but I don't
care."
Meanwhile, she noted how
she was mocked when she first
started pairing up with beauty
and fragrance brands, but now
she feels vindicated.
She said: "I paid a big price
for doing (the infomercials). I
took so much heat from that,
really ... (now) things have
changed completely. You keep
going and that's the challenge.
"Things don't always go right
and you have to be willing to
just put yourself out there, put
your ass on the line, put a big
target on it and then keep
going."

MICHAEL KEATON SAYS CLASHES
OVER 'BATMAN' TONE MADE HIM
EXIT THE ROLE

NO CELEBRITY PRESENTERS FOR
CONTROVERSY-HIT GOLDEN GLOBES
Los Angeles | Agencies

he Golden Globes 2022 will
have no celebrity presenters
when the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association (HFPA)
announces this year's winners on
January 9.
Variety.com has obtained a copy
of an email from the Globes talent
booker that was sent to several
publicity agencies inquiring about
their clients participating in the
show, reports the publication.
However, sources say, no celebrities have agreed to
take part. The Golden Globes will move forward with a
small event on January 9 that will not only award the
best performances in television and film for 2021, but
also on recognising the importance of supporting
diverse creatives across the industry," the letter said.
"The event this year will celebrate and honour a
variety of diverse, community-based programs that
empower inclusive filmmakers and journalists to pursue their storytelling passions." The HFPA has financially supported important underserved organisations
for decades and will continue to invest in the future
leaders of our industry."No details were provided
about how the winners will be revealed or where the
Globes will take place.
"The event will have limited guests and with strict
Covid-19 protocols that include not only proof of full
vaccination, but also a booster shot and a negative
PCR test," the email said. The HFPA has yet to
announce its official plans for the January 9 ceremony.The network NBC canceled the annual telecast this
year after the HFPA came under fire for lack of diversity among its membership and unethical business
practices.

T

Chris Evans in talks to play
musical star Gene Kelly in film
Los Angeles | Agencies

ollywood star Chris Evans is in talks to
step into the shoes of legendary actor
Gene Kelly in a developing film project.
The upcoming movie is produced by John
Logan, variety.com has confirmed.
According to a source close to the project, the
untitled film is based on Evans' original idea in
which a 12-year-old boy who works on the
MGM Lot in the 1950s finds an imaginary
friend in Kelly while working on his newest
film.
Kelly is best known today for his performanc-

H

es in films such as 'Cover Girl', 'Anchors
Aweigh', for which he was nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Actor; 'On the Town',
'An American in Paris', 'Singin' in the Rain',
'Brigadoon' and 'It's Always Fair Weather'.
Though a studio is not yet attached to the
project, Evans is set to produce the film alongside Logan, who is also writing the script.
Rian Johnson and Ram Bergman will produce through their company T-Street
Productions, as will Mark Kassen. Evans, who is
best known for playing Steve Rogers/Captain
America in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, has
a stacked 2022 ahead of him.

Actor Michael Keaton returns to his famous
Batman/Bruce Wayne role in the upcoming Warner Bros. tentpole 'The Flash', it will
mark 29 years since he last played the Caped
Crusader on the big screen.
Los Angeles | Agencies

K

eaton walked away during the development of 'Batman Forever', which
saw Joel Schumacher taking over
directing duties from the actor's 'Batman'
and 'Batman Returns' director Tim Burton,
reports variety.com.
Schumacher and Keaton clashed over the
lighter, more campy tone of 'Batman
Forever'. Keaton did not want to give up the
darker feel of Burton's films, as the actor
recently discussed at length on the aIn the
Envelope" podcast'.
"It was always Bruce Wayne. It was never
Batman," Keaton said of what drew him to

'Black Mafia Family': Effortless
performances elevate this series

the comic book role.
"To me, I know the name of the movie is
aBatman,' and it's hugely iconic and very
cool and (culturally) iconic and because of
Tim Burton, artistically iconic. I knew from
the get-go it was Bruce Wayne. That was the
secret."
He added: "I never talked about it.
Batman, Batman, Batman does this, and I
kept thinking to myself, 'Y'all are thinking
wrong here.' Bruce Wayne. What kind of
person does that?' Who becomes that?"
"When the director who directed the
third one, I said, 'I just can't do it'," Keaton
continued.

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

FILM
REVIEW
TROY RIBEIRO

(Streaming on Netflix)
Film: Black Mafia Family (Streaming on
Lionsgate Play). Duration: 50 minutes per
episode (eight episodes in all).
Director: Solvan 'Slick' Naim
Cast: Russell Hornsby, Da'Vinchi,
Michole Briana White, Eric Kofi-Abrefa,
Ajiona Alexus, Myles Truitt, Steve Harris,
Demetrius 'Lil Meech' Flenory, Jasun Jabbar
Wardlaw, Jr., Kash Doll, Johnnie Gardon,
Jaylon Gordon, Snoop Dogg.
Rating: ***

B

lack Mafia Family' is a partially fictionalised and partially true story of the
Flenory brothers -- Demetrius aka 'Big
Meech' and Terry, who grew up in a righteous
family but became mobsters in Detroit, USA,
building one of the largest cocaine empires in
American history.
Narrated in a non-linear manner, this
eight-part series is the re-telling of the complex and complicated lives of the brothers,
"chasing the American dream", and the
choices that they made.
But at the very onset, through a slate that
quotes Demetrius 'Big Meech' Flenory, we are
told, "We didn't choose the hustle. The hustle
chose us. It was the only way to better our living situation and end poverty right then." This
quote channelises the audience to view the
series with a positive and humane perspective.
The series begins in Detroit 2005, with the
flashy, fur-laden 'Big Meech' returning to his

roots in the southwest part of Detroit. When
he is recognised by one of his lads, Demetrius
claims, "Nothing seems to have changed."
Then, upon seeing the public frolicking, he
gets nostalgic, and we hear his heavy voiceover saying, "Given that everything has happened, people always ask if I had any regrets.
ATo this I say, I don't."
Then in a quick sequence, we are shown
the bonding between the brothers, and gradually as the episodes roll on, we realise how
Terry follows in the footsteps of his elder
brother into the drug business. The script lays
bare the facts of what the entire family had to
endure because of the stubbornness of their
two sons and "the worst lies we tell ourselves".Despite the narrative being shown

from Demetrius's point of view, it fails to tell
us how he got into the trade in the first place.
It also fails to show us how his parents got to
know of his involvement in the drug trade
and their initial reaction.
Given that, he says, "Nothing worth having
ever comes easy. It is like that with love. It was
like that in the streets. And it is like that trying
to get my freedom." The script does not elaborate on how he got the freedom to pursue
his dream vocation. The telling, as a result,
appears lukewarm and dull.
The only time the writing tugs at your
heartstrings is when you witness the turmoil
in the lives of the parents, Charles Flenory
(Russell Hornsby) and Lucille (Michole
Briana White), who have done their best to

stop their children from hitting the streets,
and are at loggerheads with each other
because of their sons. ATold across three different periods -- as children, young adults,
and seasoned veterans -- the bulk of the narrative is staged through the middle timeline,
where the son of the actual 'Big Meech',
Demetrius 'Lil Meech' Flenory, essays his
father and Da'Vinchi plays Terry.AJohnnie
and Jaylon Gordon play the younger versions
of the brothers.The on-screen chemistry
between the two brothers is palpable, and
apart from that, the entire cast is natural,
intense, and they deliver effortless performances. Their acting elevates this series, which
otherwise would have been just another tale
of the streets.

Julia Fox
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Bumrah moves to 9th, Shami 17th in ICC
Test rankings after win over Proteas

SA v IND, 2nd Test

GUTSY ELGAR LEADING THE WAY AS SOUTH
I
AFRICA REQUIRE 122 RUNS TO WIN

Dubai | Agencies

Johannesburg | Agencies

off while trying to duck a Bumrah
bouncer. He was also smashed on
the gloves from Thakur before taking
another hit on shoulder from Shami.
Elgar showed serious grit and
along with van der Dussen, saw out
the time till stumps to leave things
interestingly poised for day four on
Thursday. Earlier, India's lead ran till
239 as South Africa bowled them out
for 266. Cheteshwar Pujara and
Ajinkya Rahane sailed to their
respective half-centuries before a
fiery spell from Kagiso Rabada took
out the duo and Rishabh Pant.
Shardul Thakur and Hanuma Vihari
played crucial cameos to take India's
lead past 200.

S

outh Africa captain Dean Elgar
was gutsy in leading the way for
his team with the bat as South
Africa finished at 118/2 in 40 overs at
stumps on day three of the second
Test against India at the Wanderers
here on Wednesday.
With two days left in the match,
South Africa need 122 runs to level
the series while India look for eight
wickets to script their maiden series
victory in the 'Rainbow Nation'.
Resuming from 34/0 at tea, Aiden
Markram continued his nice nick
from the second session, driving
Shardul Thakur through point.
But Thakur bounced back by rapping Markram on pads twice for lbw
calls and then beating him on the
fifth ball. Thakur closed the over by
trapping Markram lbw with a nipbacker and smashing his back leg.
Keegan Petersen looked good
while creaming boundaries through
the off-side off Thakur and Jasprit
Bumrah. Elgar, on the other hand,
held up one end and was happy in

Brief scores :
rotating the strike. The 46-run stand
off 104 balls for the second wicket
was broken by Ravichandran
Ashwin, trapping Petersen lbw with
the one turning in sharply from outside-off and going past his glance to

be hit high on knee-roll.
With Rassie van der Dussen steady
at the crease, Elgar continued to take
blows to his body but was dislodged
from the crease. Elgar was hit on the
right shoulder after he took his eyes

India 202 & 266 in 60.1 overs (Ajinkya
Rahane 58, Cheteshwar Pujara 53;
Kagiso Rabada 3/77, Lungi Ngidi 3/43)
against South Africa 229 and 118/2 in
40 overs (Dean Elgar 46 not out, Aiden
Markram 31; Ravichandran Ashwin
1/14, Shardul Thakur 1/24), South
Africa need 122 runs to win.

ndian pace bowler Jasprit
Bumrah and South
African quick Kagiso
Rabada were the high-profile
movers in the ICC Test
Rankings for bowlers, while a
number of players made big
minor-ranking jumps in the
latest rankings released on
Wednesday.
Bumrah made a three-spot
jump to ninth after finishing
with five wickets in the Test
(2/16 and 3/50), and
Mohammad Shami (5/16
and 3/63) moved two places
to 17th after his eight wickets
over the course of the match,
including five in the first
innings. Ravichandran
Ashwin continues to retain
his second spot in the rankings behind Australian pacer
Pat Cummins.
Rabada, who claimed
seven scalps in the first Test
in Centurion, has gone up
one place to sixth position,
with compatriot quick Lungi
Ngidi rising 16 spots to move
to 30th on the list. He finished with eight wickets of
his own, with debutant leftarm fast bowler Marco

Jansen entering the rankings
in 97th position in an impressive first outing with the red
ball in hand.
On the Test batting side for
India, opener KL Rahul
looked impressive, leaping to
31st among batters after his
'Player of the Match' effort in
Centurion. Virat Kohli has

dropped two spots to ninth.
For South Africa, captain
and opening batter Dean
Elgar has progressed two
spots to 14th after, after his
fighting 77 in the second
innings. Temba Bavuma
meanwhile climbed 16 places
to 39th for his scores of 52
and 35 not out.

Sreejesh nominated for World Games BANGLADESH SECURE HISTORIC EIGHT-WICKET WIN OVER NEW ZEALAND IN 1ST TEST
Athlete of the Year 2021 award
Mount Maunganui | Agencies

Bengaluru | Agencies

ndian men's hockey
team's ace goalkeeper PR
Sreejesh has said that
nomination for the World
Games Athlete of the Year
2021 award is special as it
recognises great team work
and "our Olympic performance".
"I am so honoured to be
nominated and this truly
goes for the team. It's
because of their hard work
that we are being recognised
world-over. The credit of all
this success also goes to
Hockey India for their support, without them none of
this could be possible. Now
it's up to the fans to choose
the deserving winner for this
award," stated an elated
Sreejesh who is currently in

I

SAI, Bengaluru for the ongoing National Coaching Camp.
Sreejesh was instrumental
in India's incredible performance at the Tokyo Olympic
Games 2020 where the team
ended a 41-year-long wait to
stand on the podium.
The 24 athletes nominated
for this award from 17 countries have been recommended by their respective international federations and in

Sreejesh's case, the FIH has
recommended his name for
the award for his outstanding
efforts in the year 2021.
Earlier in the year, Sreejesh
was also elected as the FIH
Goalkeeper of the Year award
and was also conferred with
the Major Dhyan Chand Khel
Ratna award by the
Government of India for his
exemplary career in hockey.
In 2019, Indian Women's
Hockey Captain Rani became
the first from India to win the
World Games Athlete of the
Year with 1,99,477 votes. This
will be the Ninth edition of
the IWGA initiative that
recognises and honours an
athlete or a team for their
outstanding performance in
2021, or for their social commitment or particularly fair
behaviour.

B

angladesh secured a historic
victory over New Zealand,
crushing the hosts by eight
wickets with pace bowler Ebadot
Hossain claiming six second-innings
wickets on Day 5 of the opening Test
at the Bay Oval here on Wednesday.
Records tumbled in Tauranga as
Bangladesh dominated the day,
claiming 12 vital World Test
Championship points as the tourists
clinched their first win against New
Zealand in New Zealand in any format of the game.
This was arguably Bangladesh's
finest Test win, with the tourists
breaking the hosts' -- who are the
reigning World Test champions -- 17match unbeaten streak at home.
This was also Bangladesh's maiden
Test win over New Zealand in 16
attempts and also the first over a topfive ICC-ranked team away from
home.
For New Zealand, it was the end of
their eight-series winning run on

GREECE BEAT GEORGIA TO FINISH ATP CUP ON A HIGH
Sydney | Agencies

reece earned its first
Group D victory on
Wednesday at the
ATP Cup, following wins
for Stefanos Tsitsipas and
Michail Pervolarakis, who
recorded his first tour-level
victory in Sydney.
World No. 4 Tsitsipas
was leading Nikoloz
Basilashvili 4-1 in the first
set, but the Georgian
returned to his Team Zone
complaining of breathing
difficulties after two points
of the sixth game.
In a fantastic doubles
match, Georgia's
Aleksandre Bakshi and
Aleksandre Metreveli
saved three match points
for a 4-6, 6-3, 16-14 victory
over Pervolarakis and
Tsitsipas in one hour and
34 minutes. The Greeks
held match points at 9/8,
11/10 and 13/12 in the

Match Tie-break.
Greece lost to Poland 21 and Argentina 3-0 in its
two previous Group D ties.
In the No. 2 singles
match, 25-year-old
Pervolarakis earned his
first ATP Cup singles victory for Greece with a 6-3, 62 win over Aleksandre
Metreveli of Georgia in 68
minutes on Qudos Bank
Arena.

G

Spain seal semi-final spot
Sydney: Pablo Carreno Busta earned his third consecutive win of
the season, overcoming Serbia's Filip Krajinovic 6-3, 6-4 to book
Spain's place in the semi-finals at the ATP Cup in Sydney on
Wednesday.Following Chile's victory over Norway, Spain needed just
one win in its final Group A tie against 2020 champion Serbia to
secure a place in semi-finals, where it will play Poland.
In the No. 2 singles match, Carreno Busta, who defeated Alejandro
Tabilo and Viktor Durasovic earlier this week, played aggressively
against Krajinovic, firing 30 winners and breaking three times to triumph after 80 minutes.In the final match of the tie, Serbian duo Nikola Cacic and Matej
Sabanov edged Pedro Martinez and Albert Ramos-Vinolas 6-7(5), 6-3, 10-5 in one hour and
48 minutes.

Italian Serie A to resume
despite Covid surge
Rome | Agencies

to bundle the hosts out for just 169
early in the day, finishing with 3/36.
New Zealand's batters had no
answer for Bangladesh's reverse
swing, with Ross Taylor (40), playing
his final Test at the venue, providing
the only resistance as the hosts
secured their sixth win away from
home in 61 Tests.
As Ebadot beat Taylor's defences to
send New Zealand spiralling at 154/6,
the hosts crumbled to be bowled out
for just 169. Rachin Ravindra (16) was

Tight England bowling restricts Australia
to 126/3 on rain-interrupted day
Sydney | Agencies

While Warner was gone
on 30 (72 balls), Harris
played patiently for his 38
before Jimmy Anderson
sent one with enough lateral sideways movement,
which drew an edge from
the opener. Root took an
easy catch at first slip to
reduce the host to 111/2.
Marnus Labuschagne
departed six runs later
(117/3).
Despite rain in the air,
Australia won the toss and
elected to bat first.

A

ustralia openers
David Warner and
Marcus Harris
missed half centuries as
the hosts could manage
only 126/3 on a rain-interrupted opening day of the
fourth and penultimate
Ashes Test at the Sydney
Cricket Ground (SCG)
here on Wednesday.
Disciplined bowling
from England quicks,
especially Jimmy
Anderson (1/24) and
Mark Wood (1/31), saw
the tourists get a toehold
in the series for the first
time, managing to send
Warner and Harris back
into the dressing room in
their 30s.

Brief scores :
Australia 1st innings 126/3
in 46.5 overs (David Warner
30, Marcus Harris 38; Marnus
Labuschagne 28) vs England.

EUROPEAN FOOTBALL TURNS INTO GAME OF LUCK DUE TO GROWING COVID-19 CASES
T

celled as the visitors have had
an outbreak, with six players
and their coach Luciano
Spalletti being quarantined.
Although 98 per cent of the
players have been vaccinated, a small number of them
have been resisting the vaccine. The league has not
made it mandatory for all
players to take the COVID
vaccine.

Brief scores :
New Zealand 328 and 169 in 73.4 overs
(Ross Taylor 40; Ebadot Hossain 6/46,
Taskin Ahmed 3/36) lost to Bangladesh
458 and 42/2 in 16.5 overs (Najmul
Hossain Shanto 17, Mominul Haque
13 not out) by eight wickets.

Ashes, 4th Test

Berlin| Agencies

I

taly's Serie A is set to
resume from its winter
break on January 6 despite
a surge in COVID-19 cases.
Notably, one out of every
ten players in Serie A are
COVID-19 positive but the
Italian league will go ahead
with their key fixtures including the third-placed Napoli
taking on No. 5 Juventus,
while AC Milan will face AS
Roma on Thursday.
Serie A has decided to go
full steam ahead, prioritising
the games completed rather
than postponing them and
risking fixture congestion
later on.
Bottom-placed Salernitana
have been affected the worst
as their nine players sidelined because of the virus,
making their clash against
Venezia on Thursday doubtful.
The Juve-Napoli clash also
faces the risk of being can-

home soil since 2017 and also ended
their 17-match unbeaten run in
home Tests. Finishing with a second
innings spell of 6/46, Ebadot Hossain
was adjudged 'Player of the Match', as
the tourists chased down a target of
40 for the loss of two wickets.
With a bowling average of 81.54
from 10 Tests coming into the match,
Ebadot realised his potential in a
rampage across the final two days,
finishing with seven wickets for the
match. Taskin Ahmed joined Ebadot

surrounded by four players to be dismissed for a duck. Bangladesh's
bowlers were backed by a clinical
fielding effort, as Shoriful Islam and
sub-fielder Taijul Islam took stunning
catches to all but seal Bangladesh's
win -- their first away Test win over a
top-five ranked team and just their
sixth victory abroad from 61 attempts.
Bangladesh made easy work of the
40 required in 16.5 overs to seal a historic win, in spite Shakib Al Hasan,
Tamim Iqbal and
Mahmudullah.Bangladesh had not
previously won any of their 43 matches in New Zealand across all three
formats, while the result also ends the
Kiwis' eight-series home win streak
that stretched back to 2017.

he growing number of infections
among footballers threatens to turn
competition in several European
leagues into a game of luck.
This season's tight international schedule
might have to be restructured as cancelled
games need to be repeated later in 2022. But
the Qatar World Cup in November and
December and the Nations League next
summer don't leave space for alternative
dates.
Liverpool coach Jurgen Klopp spoke about
a gamble. Barcelona manager Xavi
Hernandez talked about unfair competition.
Regulations demand a kick-off when 15
healthy players are available. Several clubs
had to rely on amateur or second-team players, Xinhua reports. While in the English
Premier League several encounters had to
be suspended, the German Bundesliga faces
an unpredictable start of the second half of
the 2021/2022 season this weekend.
Bayern Munich's increasing troubles seem
only the tip of the iceberg in German football.
Paris star Lionel Messi returned with a
positive test from his Christmas trip to

Argentina.
Girondins Bordeaux suffered from an
early French Cup exit after 21 players were
sidelined due to infection.
German second division side Werder

Bremen skipped its mid-season preparation
training camp due to infections shortly
before taking off to Spain after Fortuna
Dusseldorf and Schalke 04 decided to stay at
home. 2020 treble winner Bayern Munich

announced six infected players next to an
assistant coach and three physiotherapists
ahead of their game against Borussia
Moenchengladbach on home soil on
January 7. The Bavarians list could grow
when doubtful cases such as Leroy Sane,
Josip Stanisic, and Dayot Upamecano turn
into positive infected after further testing.
Keeper Manuel Neuer, winger Kingsley
Coman, midfielder Corentin Tolisso and leftback Omar Richards, and the defenders
Lucas Hernandez and Tanguy Nianzou
delivered positive tests after their short vacation in the winter break.
Bayern coach Julian Nagelsmann shifted
the teams' training start from Monday to
Tuesday to allow an extended series of tests.
On top, Nagelsmann is missing striker Eric
Maxim Choupo-Moting and Buona Sarr as
both attend their home country's national
teams for the Africa Nations Cup.
Reports speak of 13 of the 18 first-tier
clubs in Germany suffering from various
cases in either team or staff. Nine of Bayern's
players currently stay in quarantine, Leipzig
reports seven.
Reports speak of a possible suspension of
Bayern's game against Moenchengladbach
in case of further positive tests.
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RAASHII
KHANNA
COMMENCES
SHOOTING FOR
'YODHA'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Mumbai: Actress Raashii
Khanna, who is all set to make
her big Bollywood debut with
'Yodha', has started shooting for
the film and has expressed gratitude to the team on her first day.
She will be seen starring
opposite Sidharth Malhotra in
the upcoming action entertainer.
Sharing a picture of the welcome note from Dharma
Production, Raashii said: "Thank
you for such a warm welcome
@dharmamovies You have my
heart #day1 #Yodha".
Apart from 'Yodha', Raashii

also has an interesting string of
projects to her credit.
The actress will be seen with
Ajay Devgn in Rajesh
Mapuskar's Rudra: The Edge of
Darkness' as well as teaming
with the stellar team of Vijay
Sethupati and Shahid Kapoor for
Raj and DK's next action thriller
show.

Speculation over 'Radhe Shyam'
OTT, pay-per-view release
Hyderabad|Agencies

ith the makers of
Prabhas and Pooja
Hegde's muchawaited love saga 'Radhe
Shyam' announcing the postponement of the movie's theatrical release on Wednesday,
industry insiders are suggesting that it's headed for an
OTT release. Pay Per View
(PPV) is another option that
is also being considered.
As of now, there's no official word from the producers
on their next course of
action, although in their
social media announcement,
they did say, "We will see you
in cinemas soon."
Helmed by Radha Krishna
Kumar, 'Radhe Shyam' stars
Prabhas, who plays
Vikramaditya, a palmist, and
Pooja Hegde, his love interest. Their love story and the
role of destiny is the crux of
the movie.
Also starring in the movie

W

is Bollywood's senior actress
Bhagya Shree, who will be
seen in the role of Prabhas's
mother. Bhagya Shree
became briefly famous after

she appeared opposite
Salman Khan in Sooraj
Barjatya's debut film 'Maine
Pyar Kiya', released in 1989.

KAPIL SHARMA'S SPECIAL 'I'M
NOT DONE YET' TO RELEASE
ON NETFLIX ON JAN 28

Arjun
Kapoor: I'm owning every bit
of my life without the fear of
being judged

Star comedian and TV host Kapil
Sharma will be seen in a special
for Netflix titled 'I'm Not Done
Yet', which is slated to premiere
on January 28.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

Team Absolute|Mumbai

B

ollywood actor Arjun Kapoor,
who has had his share of struggle
with obesity, wants to use this
snowballing chatter around him to start
an initiative that provides a platform for
the youth of the country to vocalise the
health issues that they are facing.
Arjun said: "I'm really grateful to
everyone for being so supportive after I
spoke about my fight with obesity. I
didn't expect people to be so appreciative of my journey and motivate me to
be a constant work in progress. Life is
about cherishing your struggles and

owning them.
"So, here I'm owning every bit of my
life without the fear of being judged.
People have told me that I should keep
on speaking openly about my struggle
because many in India are going
through the same thing, especially the
youth of the country."
The actor added that he has been
told that he showed many how health
is not just about how you physically
look, it is also about what you are going
through deep inside your mind too.
He added: "I felt liberated when I
spoke about how I went about tackling
it. I felt courageous after I spoke out

because I had to take on trolls who are
ignorant about this serious issue plaguing the youth of today and demoralise
them further. We need a more compassionate world and we need to vocalise
our issues openly without being judged
or shamed."
"I'm thinking of starting some kind of
an initiative that gives a platform to
people to openly talk about such issues
and their mental health."
Arjun said that she is going to work
on this in the months to come and
hopefully see if he has an action plan
that can benefit many.

he show marks Kapil's first comedy special with the streaming giant.As part of
the promotional video shared by the
streaming giant, Kapil is heard saying: "I have
been working in this industry for 25 years now
and close to 15 years in the TV industry."He
added: "I have never taken comedy seriously
because we are joking around all the time and
it comes naturally to us because we are from
Punjab and we love joking around.
And I didn't know it was something you
could get paid for."In the special, 'I'm Not
Done Yet'. Kapil will be seen getting candid
about his life's journey and shares it all in his
own fun and relatable way. "Netflix really
attracted me with the Tudum sound and its
global reach. You can say this special is my
story in my own style."

Sunny
Leone
opens up about motherhood
on 'The Kapil Sharma Show'

TIGER SHROFF SHOOTS FOR MOST
CHALLENGING SEQUENCES OF 'HEROPANTI'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

ction star Tiger Shroff says he is shooting for the
most challenging sequences for his upcoming film
'Heropanti 2' and even shared a glimpse of it with
his fans on social media. Tiger posted a picture on
Instagram, where he is seen sitting on a chair with branches coming out of it. The actor looks dapper as he is seen
wearing a faux fur jacket
paired with black pants and
sunglasses. He is seen
flaunting his perfect washboard abs as he poses shirtless."Heropanti level doubled up this sched!
Team Absolute|Mumbai
Shooting for one of the
most challenging
n her 36th birthday, Bollywood actress
sequences! Can't wait to
Deepika Padukone treated her fans with
share a glimpse of it!
the posters of her upcoming film
Witness it in cinemas this
'Gehraiyaan', directed by Shakun Batra.
Eid on 29th April, 2022," he
Deepika posted a motley of looks on her
wrote as the
Instagram featuring her, Siddhant Chaturvedi,
caption.'Heropanti 2' is the
Ananya Panday and Dhairya Karwa.She captioned
sequel of Tiger's debut film
the images: A little birthday present for all the love
where he was seen opposite
you have showered us with! #GehraiyaanOnPrime
another debutante back
releasing 11th February!"The movie looks beneath
then, Kriti Sanon. As for
the surface of complex modern relationships,
'Heropanti 2', the film writadulting, letting go and taking control of one's life
ten by Rajat Arora and propath.It also stars Naseeruddin Shah and Rajat
duced by Nadiadwala
Kapur in pivotal roles.Jointly produced by Dharma
Grandson Entertainment is
Productions, Viacom18 and Shakun Batra's Jouska
being helmed by choreogFilms, the movie will have its World Premiere
rapher -- actor Ahmed
exclusively on Amazon Prime Video on February
Khan and it also stars
11, 2022.
Nawazuddin Siddiqui and
Tara Sutaria.

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Deepika Padukone unveils 'Gehraiyaan'
posters on 36th birthday

O
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A

ctress Sunny Leone
shared her experience
of being a mother and
taking care of her three kids
on 'The Kapil Sharma Show'.
Musicians Mika Singh,
Sunny Leone, Toshi and

Sharib Sabri will be
seen promoting
their new song
'Panghat' on the
show. Sunny and
her husband Daniel
Weber had two kids
Noah and Asher
through surrogacy
and adopted a girl
named Nisha.
In conversation
with Sunny Leone,
the host Kapil
Sharma asked her
about her newfound
motherhood and
how she handles her
three kids at
home.Sunny
replied: "It is never
quiet. There is a lot
of noise in the
house but it's nice."
Later when asked
if her husband,
Daniel helps her
with the
children.Sunny said:
"Daniel chose a perfect spot on the bed
when we bought our new
house. He picked the spot
closest to the entry (of their
room). So, whichever child
wakes up, he has to go first
because he is closer."'The
Kapil Sharma Show' airs on
Sony Entertainment
Television.

Sonal Chouhan
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